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Pythagoras'
Theorem

International GCSE MATHEMATICS
FORMULAE SHEET _ HIGHER TIER

Volume of cone : lnr2h Volume of sphere = t*'
Curved surface area ofcone: rrl Surface area ofsphete:4rr2c

b

I
ha

a2 + b2: c2

hvp.

adj : hyp x cos 0
opp : hyp x sin 0

opp opp: a$ xtan0 In any triangle ABC
C

adj or sln e
opp
hvp

adj
hvp

b a

e A Bcos c

tano = 
oPP

adj

abc
Sine rule: = 

-
*---- --- -- sin,4 sin B sin C

Cosine rule: a2= b2+ c2-2bc cos A

Area of triangle = | ab sin C

Volume of prism : area of cross section x length

Area of a trapezium : l1a + tlh

Circumference of circle : 2rr

Area of circle : fir2

Volume of cylinder : fir2h
The Quadratic Equation
The solutions of ax2+ bx* c:0,
where a+0,are given by

Curved surface area
of cylinder :2nrh -b+ b2 - 4acx:

/

e

2a

2
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Answer ALL TWENTY THREE questions.

Write your answers in the spaces provided.

You must write down all the stages in your working.

1 A school has 840 pupils and 40 teachers.

(a) Find the ratio of the number of pupils to the number of teachers.
Give your ratio in the form n; l

?"to: ctO

In Year 1 I at the school, the ratio of the number of pupils who study Chemistry to the
number of pupils who study Physics is 3 : 2

(b) 105 pupils in Year 11 study Chemistry.
Work out the number of pupils in Year 11 who study Physics

1I
t
a

3-
5

)

ch €nlstrl :

?:2
), \d51

) = I'l s

PI"JSics

PI,*1 !ic!: l'lS-1ol^
:

to the number of
:'10-

numffiFor the 105 pupils who study Chemistry the ratio of the
girlsis4:3
(c) Work out the number of girls in Year 11 who study Chemistry.

Bo$s: Gi'ts AotaL
qi 3 T

xlA-f a ?f3
1

.:i ;- i

(Total for Question 1 is 6 marks)

Do NOT write in this space.
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2
Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

12 cm

+-7 cm+

The diagram shows a solid prism.
The cross section of the prism is a trapezium.
The lengths of the parallel sides of the trapezium are 11 cm and 7 cm.
The perpendicular distance between the parallel sides of the trapezitm is l0 cm.
The length of the prism is 12 cm.

(a) Work out the area of the trapezium.

A * (rnu)rr6

: 5x l?
cm2

= 10
(b) work otffi^"of the prism.

V, Cvos! Settio"{ a14e ' t-ontr\u

1o x \ z-

? lo?o
:=-

l0t0 c-,
j .*, ..

(Total for Question 2 is 4 marks)

Do NOT write in this space.
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3 Solve 6 (3y + 5) : 39
Show clear algebraic working.

,3U+3o z 33
\B) 1

t^d= 7,
v: A':5-

(Total for Question 3 is 3 marks)

4 The table gives information about the numbers of goals scored by a football team in
30 matches.

Number of goals scored Frequency

0 2

I l0
2 7

J 6

4 1
J

5 2

x
0

$

t0
lv
t8
tz
lo

Find the mean number of goals scored 6.1

fnOan : 6 (|-

-
3o

&-t z

:13
(Total for Question 4 is 3 marks)

Do NOT write in this space.
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5 The diagram shows a shape P, and a shape Q

v

x

Describe fully the single transformation which maps shape P onto shape Q.

?ot,otioa, 10" cl.oc\ctrise. r ce-ntru (0,o).

(Total for Question 5 is 3 marks)

Do NOT write in this space.
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6 (a) Simplify kxkxkxkxk

l<
5

5l<

(b) Expand 2(7t - 3)

f+E- 6

I 6

(c) Expand and simpliff fully

(i) 4(2y + 6) - 3(2y - 7)

?)*t*-t1 +al
2J+vr

(iD (x - 6)(x - a)

Xa-ttl- 6X +z*
X}- lOrc + z*k

lf rll

(d) Simplify fully vo xv' = V
5v- vr

=v' 6

(Total for Question 6 is 8 marks)

Do NOT write in this space.
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7 A square hole is cut from a circular piece of card.

Aveo 6t c\'cle:
Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

TLr'
[trs- Ay e.^ "&

18-s318---..
S1r,^ at e,.

3.2 ^ 3.L
__ 10. LY

1=--

:=-'- l0 cm

The square has sides of length 3.2 cm.
The diameter of the circular piece of card is l0 cm.

Work out the area of the shaded region.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

Av e q "t Cir <\r,. o\vtLq oI S$Vo.r,'c

-1 X. r 317 - lo'L\P
68.2118

68;3 .-,
(Total for Question 7 is 4 marks)

8 Express 825 as a product of its prime factors.

ls 33, Nr r 3 tl

?xStx\l
3 x S'^ ll

(Total for Question 8 is 3 marks)

8
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9 E: {positive whole numbers less than l3}
A: {evennumbers} ar .{r (, 8, I Or ltB: {multiples'of 3}. 3, 6, 1, t LC: {prime numbers}

2, ?t 5/ 1, ll
(a) List the members of the set

(i)AaB = 6, fz
I6- l? 1

(ii) BuC ? I+ L5,1r1,r\,rr1
I A, B, s 2 $t't,1, lt,t2 7

j'I !

(b) Is it true that 14 e A?

Tick (r') the appropriate box.
Yes No

l/
Explain your answer.

13 is not a nnen+h
\t. j

(Total for Question 9 is 3 marks)

10 The mean of four numbers is 2.6 c4' T o lra( = I x ?-' 6
One of the four numbers is 5 

= I 0 . t
Find the mean of the other three numbers.

0 t\e,v t\^r eo rttav^tgrSl

lo-* - 5 = 5'Lf
l

5.+
I t

3
(Total for Question 10 is 3 marks)

Do NOT write in this space.
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11 The table shows the land areas, in km2, of four countries.

Country Land area (km2)

Ethiopia 1.13 x 106

Algeria 2.38 x 106

Nigeria 9.24 x 105

Kenva 5.83 x 105

(a) Which country has the largest land area?

3-e b
1::

riq

(b) Calculate the total land area, in km2, of all four countries.
Give your answer in standard fomr.

(1. r 3:lo6)r (a'33 r, ror) + ( t'?$lror)t (s'83 ^lo6J

5.0IJ x\o e

4nt

Population density is calculated by the formula

(c) In one year, the population of Ethiopia was 7.91 x lA7
Calculate the population density of Ethiopia for that year.

l.1t a\ol lo
l. l3 x106

10 people / km2
k)

(Total for Question 11 is 5 marks)

Population density: Population + Land area

ilil
0
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A Diagram NOT

accurately drawn

D

t0 - A

B C

The diagram shows an equilateral triangle ABC and an isosceles lriangle BCD,
AB : AC: BC : CD.
Angle ABD: x"

Express the size of angle ACD in terms of xo, giving your answer as simply as possible.
Give.a reason for each step in your working.

Fror,n A B cD

6o+(60-x)* g r (6o-x) s t ?o

fl,O e Zx +,1 ? t?O

b= &x

A c D = Zx ZX
(Total for Question 12 is 4 marks)

13 Factorise fully 4(x - 5)2 + 3 (x - 5)

(x-s)L+(x-s)+ 3l

6-$)(kx-r1)
(x- s) (.rr - l'l )

(Total for Question 13 is 2 marks)
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14 Peter wants to pass his driving test.
The probability that he passes at his first attempt is 0.7
When Peter passes his driving test he does not take it again.
If he fails, the probability that he passes at the next attempt is 0.8

(a) Complete the probability tree diagram for Peter's first two attempts.

First attempt Second attempt

Pass
0.7 pasl

0 x

0-3
&rFail

0.2
(b) Calculate the probability that Peter needs exactly two attempts to pass his driving

test.

P CFolt o'. J \3"1s\ O'3,x0'?
= 0. 1* .z

(c) Calculate the probability that Peter passes his driving test at his third or fourth
attempt.

PCFo:1,$aif e.*l f"rs) OR P ( F"' | ,?ot l' 4oi \ a-d l:cr

(0'gro.e x 0. t) + (0. 3 x6.z x0'zr(o'?)

0-0\+8 + 0'00 16

d.or-7 6

(Total for Question 14 is 7 marks)
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15 Afarmerhasl20metresoffencing.4 tl + \x =laO
He is going to make a rectangular enclosure PQRS with the fencing.
He is also going to divide the enclosure into two equal parts by fencing along MN.

P M

x metres Dc

s t/
Jt, metres

R

The width of the enclosure is x metres.
The length of the enclosure isy metres.

(a) (i) Show that y = 60 - 1.5x

&5+sx =l2o
AX ? n-o-3x

The area of the enclosure PQRS is Amz

(ii) Show that A: 60x - l.sf

)
6o - l-f^

A 3c x cc C (o - l'r).) (or. l's c*
t-'tB

(b) Find dA
dx 6o- 3ac

( o

(c) Find the maxlmum value of ,4
JA

6o - 3x = s
x> zo

A=6o)c-l'5rcz A 6oo
6oonnt

(Total for Question 15 is 8 marks)

L
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16 The histogram shows information about the times, / minutes, customers spent in
a post office.

Frequency
density

rt

o 2 4 68
Time (r minutes)

l0 t2 l4

5
28 customers spent 2 minules or less in the post office.
Calculate an estimate for the number of customers who spent between 5 and 14 minutes
in the post office.

(rra)+(.^\o)+ ((xz) 6+zZ

(Total for Question 16 is 3 marks)

Do NOT write in this space.
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Calculate the length of AB when the hands show 5 o'clock.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

AB'= 1'+ t0z- 7x1xlo c6!l.l-0

AB, lq1 * lq6e6sl.J-o

ABA z1 O. zy 3 s s.--.
Ag 110. 1*35s - -.

I (. + 310 -..

l6.r

?"

10 cm

7cm

A

\

o

B
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17 A circular clock face, centre O,has a minute hand OA and an hour hand OB.
OA: l0 cm.
OB:7 cm.

l6
(Total for Question 17 is 4 marks)

50"
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18 A rectangular lawn has a length of 3x metres and a width of 2x metres
The lawn has a path of width 1 metre on three of its sides.

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

J)ct1

{-* lm 3x+
H lm

The total area of the lawn and the path is 100 m2

(a) Show that 6* + 7x - 98 : 0 -(!,).tD(ga+d=ldo
6X--t921+Bx+z=l0o

6xt+Jr- 1t ?o

(b) Calculate the area of the lawn.
Show clear algebraic working.

Gxrrg€;.--r) = o

cc z -,Ys dr Dc = 3.5

A>.^ 6+ Lorr.'. a)c ' 3)c

6:c L

6* 3.5-
= 13. 5 r,' 73.5

(Total for Question 18 is 7 marks)

m2
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Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

7)
The diagram shows part of a regular polygon.
The interior angle and the exterior angle at a vertex are marked.
The size of the interior angle is 7 times the size of the exterior angle. --p 1 { f t
Work out the number of sides of the polygon.

1)+x: t80 360 l6
&4. r

b , ) ) -r- l6
(Total for Question 19 is 3 marks)

20 Show that the recuming decimal 0.0il: +66

Jc = 0.0lstsll-
Dc tr

l0O0ac- = lS.lf l!- 110

990)c= tf (Total for Question 20 is 2 marks)

21 There are 1300 sheets of paper, correct to the nearest 100 sheets, in a pile. ..f | 3 0 A C SO
Each sheet is of equal thickness.
The height of the pile is 160 mm, corect to the nearest l0 mm. + I 6 0 t s
Calculate the upper bound, in millimetres, for the thickness of one sheet of paper.

Tr{rekrugs5 = HgrGH?
t 60 + 5

/,/0. oF.sH€EIJ 1300- so
rfr 0't3z 0: l3z *.,,

for 21 is 3 marks
lzro
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22 Solve the simultaneous equations

b-y:1 :D B :
x, + yr:34

Show clear algebraic working.

zx-7

x t
C " r - ?)t= 3 y+

xt t f.rr-- lxx +"1] = gy

$xa- z?x +trg 3t=o
Sxr- e?^ *r$:o
Q: 3Xr.- s)=o

x 0.6 or .).=5

f, = Lx -':1

J ,.1 r 0.6 - I otL l 3.rS- 7

5. ? o& ): g

(0.e, - s. s) oB (r, :)

(Total for Question 22 is 7 marks)

-
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23 A pyramid has a horizontal square base ABCD with sides of length 230 metres.
Misthe midpoint of AC.
The vertex, 7, is vertically above M.
The slant edges of the pyramid are of length 218 metres

Calculate the height, MT, of the pyramid.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

Aj= ,3f+ t3o' T

Ac : 218 m

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

lor ?00

C

AYt: 16A. 6s,r 230 m

A 230 m B

T

h h &l?'- t6z. (3'

l\ts. l6?---
A l6r.6a n = l\Sirvr

f.ly *
(Total for Question 23 is 5 marks)

) TOTAL FOR PAPER IS lOO MARJG
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